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B"Sc. I Semester Degree Examination, November/December 2016
MATHEMATICS

Paper - 1.2: Calculus - |

Time : 3 Hours

lnstructions : 1)

2)
Answer all the Sections.
Write the question number correctly.

Max. Marks : 60

(1tlx2=20)

SECTION _ A

L Answer any ten of the following.

1) Evaluate lim xsin1.x-+0 X

[x2+3 if x<12) lf f(x) = j ^ find lim f(x), if it exists.
lx+1 if x>1 x+1

',
3) Find o-Y,if x=acost,y=bsint.

dxz -

4) Find nth derivative of cos(ax + b).

5) Find the angle between the curves I = d, t = 2acose at their point of
intersection.

6) Find the polar subtangent and polar subnormal for the curve r2 = a2cosZ0.

7) Find the radius of curvature of the curve X = ocos3t, V = asin3t.

B) Find the envelope of curve xcos cr + ysin G = p, a being a parameter.

9) Show that the curve y. logx is convex upwards everywhere.

10) With usual notation show that ds 
= -: r

ar - ,{rz 4
11)

12)

For the curve r = €10, show that P - 17,'"
Find the asymptotes parallel to the co-ordinate axes of the curue yt - x'y =x2 + 1 .
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SECTION - B

(4x5=20)ll. Answer any four of the following.

13) A function which is continuous in a closed interval atlains its bounds.

x+3
14) Find the nth derivative of (x j E + a .

15) lf y = emcos-t* rho* that (1 - X2)yn*a - Qn+ 1) xy"*, - (^'+ rn2)yn - 0.

1 6) Show that the pedal equation of the ellipse 5 .# =r i, "'F + 12 = a2 + b2 .

17) Show that the radius of curvature of the curve xt + yt - Saxy at the points

I su gg) ," 3a(2'2)'"TE

18) For the curve rm = am cosm 0, show that a" {l + rnr2'-1 = 0.
dsz \

SECTION _ C

lll. Answer any four of the following. (4x5=20)

19) Find the radius of curvature at any point on the curve X = fl (cose+0sing;,
y=a(sin0-ecos0).

20) Find the co-ordinates of the centre of curvature at (x, y) for the curve

y = acosh|.l)' 
[",1

21) Findtheenvelopeof thefamilyof line I*I= 1 whereaand bareconnectedab
by the relation ab = c2.

22) Findthe points of inflexion on the curve x = log(y/x).
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- Max. Marks : 60

(10x2=20)

B.Sc. I Semester Degree Examination, Nov./Dec. 2016
MATHEMATICS

Paper - 1.1 : Algebra - |

Time : 3 Hours

Instructions : i) Answerall questions sectionwise.
ii) Mention question number correctty.

SECTION - A

Answerany ten of the following :

1, Define Replacement set and Truth set of an open sentence.

2. Findthetruth setof the open sentence P(X) =X2*5X+6 =0with R[P(X)] =Z
the set of all integers.

3. Symbolise and negate the following : Some boys like sports and all girls like music.

4. Define implication of two propositions and write its truth table.

5. Define quantifiers and types of quantifiers.

6. Prove that the composition of function is associative.

7. Define countable sets.

[1 ' 'lB. Findtherankof A=lr z 21.

[s33.]

acteristic eouation of A = [1 01.
9. Find the characteristic equatio 

L2 3l

10. Find the eigen values of a matrix of A

A=[2- Jt1
L"lz 1 I

a1 n^t1^^ ^..-*^*-:^ ^^l ;1.^,., ^.'**^trla mn*yiaaa r.riilr nvamnlno
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Answer any three of the following :

^2-

SECTION _ B
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14. State five rules of inference.

15. Symbolise and negate the following:

i) Some students arelazy or all students are hard-working.

ii) Some teachers are strict and all students cannot pass,

16. lf p+q is true and r-+ -q is a true then P.T. p-+ -r is a true.

17. ltp-+(q n r), - s -+ (-qv *r) is true and p is true prove s is true by reduction and

absurdum.

SECTION -C
Answer any one of the following :

18. Prove that every subset of a countable set is countable.

19. The composition of bijective function is a bijection.

20. Show that the set NxN is denumerable.

13. Prove that Th(x) 
" 

q(x)] = r[p1x1]n rk*tl.

SECTION _ D

Answerany fourof the following :

(3x5=15)

(1x5=5)

(4x5=20)

21. Define Rank of the lvlatrix. Find the rank of the matrix A using the elementary

[r z -1 41

,*hereA=12 4 g Sl

[s z 6 7)

ltz
22. Find the inverse ot n = I t z

l

L1 3
ll rr,.n etementary transformations.

el
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23. Solve completely the system of equations using elementary transforrnations.
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24.

xr+3xr+2xa-0
2xt -x, + 3x, = 0

3xr-Sxr+4xa-0
x, + 17xr+ 4xa = I

l-1 21
Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix I - : l.

L3 2l

Using Cayley-Hamitton theorem and find A-1 where

lz -1 -1]ttA=l-1 2 -11| 
,l 'L 1-1 Lr

For what values of l" and p the following system

x+3y +42=5
x+2y *z=3 

,,

x + 3y + Lz= $
have

1) No solution

2) Unique solution

3) Many solutions.


